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Polar IFS + Parisian Genetic Programming=E�cient IFS Inverse Problem SolvingPierre COLLET, Evelyne LUTTON, Fr�ed�eric RAYNALINRIA - Rocquencourt, B.P. 105, 78153 LE CHESNAY Cedex, FrancePierre.Collet@inria.fr, Evelyne.Lutton@inria.fr, Frederic.Raynal@inria.frhttp://www-rocq.inria.fr/fractales/Marc SCHOENAUEREEAAX-CMAP, Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau Cedex, FranceMarc.Schoenauer@polytechnique.frhttp://www.eeaax.polytechnique.frMay 30, 2000AbstractThis paper proposes a new method for treating the inverse problemfor Iterated Functions Systems (IFS) using Genetic Programming. Thismethod is based on two original aspects. On the fractal side, a new repre-sentation of the IFS functions, termed Polar Iterated Functions Systems,is designed, shrinking the search space to mostly contractive functions.Moreover, the Polar representation gives direct access to the �xed pointsof the functions. On the evolutionary side, a new variant of GP, the"Parisian" approach is presented. The paper explains its similarity to the"Michigan" approach of Classi�er Systems: each individual of the popu-lation only represents a part of the global solution. The solution to theinverse problem for IFS is then built from a set of individuals. A localcontribution to the global �tness of an IFS is carefully de�ned for each oneof its member functions and plays a major role in the �tness of each indi-vidual. It is argued here that both proposals result in a large improvementin the algorithms. We observe a drastic cut-down on CPU-time, obtaininggood results with small populations in few generations.
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2 P. Collet, E. Lutton, F. Raynal, M. Schoenauer1 IntroductionIterated Functions System (IFS) theory is an important topic in fractals, andprovides powerful tools for the investigation of fractal sets (see for example[12, 2, 9]).The major challenge of both theoretical and practical interest is the reso-lution of the inverse problem { �nding an IFS whose attractor approximatesa prede�ned target [17, 27, 26, 3], be it a 1D curve, a 2D set, or a 3D mesh(image coordinates + grey level or color). A mathematically exact solution canbe found only in some particular cases. In general, the problem then turns intoan approximation problem which can be solved by optimisation techniques.The results of these IFS optimisations are used in a wide range of problemsamongst which signal analysis (to provide functional representations adapted tosignal interpolation [15]), watermarking [20] and image compression [1, 13, 7].Finding the representation of a complex image (grey-level or color) as an IFSattractor is an extremely hard problem. Therefore mediatic fractal image com-pression techniques are based on an extremely simpli�ed version of the inverseproblem for IFS by setting several strong restrictive hypotheses:� the functions involved in the IFS are localised on restricted domains andranges (typically partitions of the image),� the functions are supposed to be a�ne.An approximation of the solution is obtained for each range, using a leastsquare method. As the result is very rough, a way to obtain an acceptableapproximation is to simplify the problem by reducing the sizes of the ranges andthe domains. The desired compression quality then guides the recursive divisionprocess for the ranges and domains (see [7] for precisions). Unfortunately avisually acceptable quality of compression necessitates a huge number of tinyranges and domains.Therefore, in the context of image compression, �nding a more e�cient res-olution technique for the general inverse problem for IFS would improve theapproximation for each range-domain couple. This means that for an equiva-lent result, a smaller number of ranges and domains could be used.A solution using standard genetic algorithms on classical IFS compressionschemes (a�ne functions) has already been proposed in [25].This paper presents a further step in this direction by relaxing hypotheses(non a�ne functions) and using advanced EA techniques: improving the qualityof IFS approximations can bring signi�cant progress in all applications basedon the IFS inverse problem.



Polar IFS + Parisian Genetic Programming 31.1 IFS representationsAn IFS is a collection of contractive mappings 
 = fF; (wi)i=1;::;Ng (see ap-pendix A for detailed de�nitions). The main interest of this mathematical ob-ject is that it uniquely de�nes a particular set, called its \attractor" (which iseasily built with help of simple iterative algorithms). IFS attractors were orig-inally used to de�ne fractal sets (Sierpinski gasket, Barnsley fern, etc ...).Many image/signal analysis applications are now based on this technique.The inverse problem for IFS address here is the following : for a given shape,�nd a contractive IFS, the attractor of which is as close as possible to this shape.This inverse problem problem can be formulated as an optimisation problem:some computational solutions exist, based on deterministic or stochastic opti-misation methods. As the function to be optimised is extremely complex, somea priori restrictive hypotheses are necessary. Usually, the search space is thatof a�ne IFS, with a �xed number of functions [1, 14]. Solutions based on Evo-lutionary Algorithms have recently been presented for a�ne IFS [26, 8, 25, 19].Previous work [16] dealt with general non-a�ne IFS using Genetic Program-ming (GP), termed Mixed IFS:� such IFS are capable to create a wide variety of shapes,� GP o�ers an easy representation for evolving general functions.However, without any other guideline than target shapes, functions de�nedby GP parse-trees are rarely contractive. Moreover, their �xed point needs tobe numerically estimated.This paper considers the alternative representation of non-a�ne IFS. Eachfunction is represented in polar coordinates with respect to some central point.The term \Polar IFS" will be used to designate an IFS built on such functions.There are many advantages to the polar representation:� a simple constraint on the radial coordinate ensures the convergence to-wards the central point, which happens to be the �xed point of the function(see section 2),� polar IFS can be represented as GP parse-trees with a simple wrapper;the associated inverse problem can hence be solved using GP,� the handling of contractance constraints is simpler than with mixed IFS|although the contractance still has to be checked numerically| as theproportion of contractive IFS in the set of Polar IFS is much larger thanin the set of Mixed IFS (see section 2.2). Hence, polar IFS provide amore e�cient (less sparse) search space to the optimisation algorithm thanMixed IFS.



4 P. Collet, E. Lutton, F. Raynal, M. Schoenauer1.2 IFS evolutionAll of the above-mentioned works dealing with the inverse problem have usedwhat can be called a \standard" approach to evolve IFS: an individual is afully edged IFS, made of several functions |independent of the representation(polar or mixed). In this approach, the solution is the best individual of the �nalpopulation. All individuals but one are discarded, which seems a great waste,as the elaboration of each of them has used the same amount of CPU-time asthe winner.Alternative approaches have been proposed in the Classi�er framework: inClassi�er Systems (CS), the \Pittsburgh" approach [5, 24] individuals are com-plete rule bases, whereas in the \Michigan" approach [11, 10, 29] individualsare single rules, and the solution is built using several individuals (rules) of thepopulation.In this paper, the \Michigan" approach is transposed into the framework ofIFS, and termed Parisian approach (section 3): single contractive functions areevolved using GP, and IFS are built using individuals (functions) from the popu-lation. The main di�culty of this approach is the de�nition of the partial �tnessfor a single function |the direct transposition of the Bucket Brigade algorithmused in CS is impossible. Section 4 proposes a problem-speci�c approach.Finally, section 5 describes how Polar IFS and the Parisian approach areimplemented to solve some instances of IFS inverse problem. Results on threeimages, together with comparisons with previous results from [16] are presentedand acknowledge the power of the proposed approach.2 Polar IFSThis section introduces the Polar representation of non-a�ne IFS, and discussesthe contractance issue. Experiments are presented to show the advantage ofPolar IFS versus general non-a�ne IFS.2.1 Polar representationThe main di�culty which arises when manipulating non-linear IFS is the han-dling of the contractance constraint. There is no general analytic way to checkthe contractance of a non-a�ne function, and experimental tests require heavycomputations while only giving an idea on the contractance of the function.For instance, less that 15% of random GP trees actually are contractive (see[16], and also experiments of section 2.2). This empirical fact motivated theintroduction of an alternative representation.



Polar IFS + Parisian Genetic Programming 52.1.1 Local contractanceThe �rst idea is to de�ne a weaker contractance condition than the usual globalcondition (see De�nition 2 in Appendix A), that will be easier to check:De�nition: A mapping w : F ! F , from a metric space (F; d ) into itself, iscalled locally contractive with respect to point P if there exists a positive realnumber s < 1 such that:8M 2 F 2; jj�����!P w(M) jj < sjj��!PM jjThe smallest of such numbers s is called the local contraction ratio of w.It is obvious that if w is locally contractive w.r.t. P , then P is the unique�xed point of w. Nevertheless, local contractance does not imply global con-tractance, as demonstrated by the counter-example of appendix B. Though thiscounter-example seems to ruin all e�orts to easily design contractive mappingsto use to build IFS, the next sections will show that indeed, bene�ts can arisefrom using locally contractive functions in IFS.2.1.2 GP representation and wrapperWhen using GP trees to represent IFS, two approaches are possible to tackle thecontractance requirement: wrap GP trees into contractive mappings, or elimi-nate a posteriori non contractive mappings. The latter approach always works,but can be very time consuming, as many trees that are generated along theevolution need to be eliminated (see [16]). This eugenistic approach was pro-posed because no cleaner way could be found to generate contractive mappingsin two dimensions.But, together with local contractance goes the idea of polar representation:if one considers a locally contractive mapping w with a �xed point P , thenpoints can be represented using (�; �) coordinates centered on P 1, and w itselfcan thence be de�ned easily using such coordinates. The important fact is thatthe local contractance condition becomes a contractance condition on the one-dimensional function giving �|and it is straightforward to transform a randomone-dimensional function into a contractive function.De�nition: A Polar IFS is a set of locally contractive functions wi with re-spective �xed points Pi such that each wi is de�ned in polar coordinates w.r.t.Pi by two one-dimensional functions Fi and Gi by:wi �� !Pi = 0@ �th(ki � Fi(�; �)) + 12Gi(�; �) 1APi (1)for some real number ki.1i.e.: ��!PM = (� cos(�); � sin(�))



6 P. Collet, E. Lutton, F. Raynal, M. SchoenauerThe particular form of the � function ensures the local contractance |asth(ki � Fi(�; �)) + 12 < 1 whatever the value of Fi (see �gure 2).A locally contractive function can hence be represented by one point P in[0; 1]2 and two functions F and G, which can be evolved as GP trees. Equations(1) are used as a wrapper, which ensures the local contractance of the mapping.Moreover, �gure 1 shows that a wide variety of shapes can be obtained usingthat representation.

Figure 1: Examples of Polar IFS attractors
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Figure 2: y = th(kx) + 12 curve with k = 10�7 and k = 10�6



Polar IFS + Parisian Genetic Programming 72.2 Contractance testsThe counter-example given in Appendix B highlights the fact that contractanceveri�cation cannot be avoided for Polar IFS. However, this section will experi-mentally show that the proportion of contractive mappings is larger in the set oflocally contractive mappings de�ned by equation (1) than in the set of generalMixed IFS. Hence the cost of contractance veri�cation will be much lower forPolar IFS than for Mixed IFS.This section presents some statistical tests that have been performed ontwo di�erent sets of functions in order to experimentally approximate theirrespective proportion of contractive functions. The �rst set of functions is the setof mixed IFS, i.e.: general non-linear IFS built from general random GP trees.The second set is the set of locally contractive functions de�ned in section 2.1.1,whose components F and G are random GP trees. In both cases, the randomtrees are built from the basic nodes and terminals described in section 4.1.As an analytical computation of the contraction ratio is generally out ofreach, a numerical estimation needs to be done experimentally: for each map-ping w, a sample of pairs of distinct points (Pi; Qi) in [0; 1]2 is de�ned, and theminimum of d(w(Pi); w(Qi))d(Pi; Qi) gives the approximate contraction ratio for w.

Figure 3: The Twist test. Figure 4: The Square test.The cost of the approximation is of course proportional to the number ofpoints in the sample: four tests with di�erent samples have been tried on n�nimages, and the results are presented in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Three tests are basedon a pre-de�ned set of pairs (depending on the resolution of the image), whilethe fourth one selects points uniformly.1. All-pixels test:Every pixel of the image is checked with every other pixel of the image.It is the most accurate test, but also the most CPU-consuming.



8 P. Collet, E. Lutton, F. Raynal, M. Schoenauer2. Twist test:This test starts from the two pixels at two opposite corners of the image,and each point scans symmetrically each half image, line by line, until thecenter pixel is reached (see �gure 3).3. Square test:All pixels of the image are tested against their immediate neighbour (see�gure 4).4. Random test:n pairs of points are selected randomly, uniformly in [0; 1]2.For some yet unclear reasons2, the Twist test seems quite ine�cient, whilethe Square test seems much more accurate (i.e.: gives results closer to the All-pixels test) on Polar IFS than on mixed IFS. Hence the Square was found torealize a good compromise between e�ciency and cost, and was used for allexperiments presented in the following.Tables 2 and 3 show two other major results:1. The Square test results are not very far from the All-pixels test results forPolar IFS. Furthermore, the ratio of functions deemed contractive doesnot decrease drastically with the resolution of the images: less than 2.55%di�erence between 128� 128 and 512� 512. This means that the Squaretest can be considered as quite accurate, regardless of the image resolutionabove 128� 128.2. the proportion of contractive Polar IFS much larger than that of MixedIFS: more than 50% compared to less than 10%.3 Parisian approach in evolutionary computa-tionThe standard approach when using evolutionary methods as stochastic opti-misers is to evolve a population of potential solutions to the problem at hand,each of them called individuals. The output of the algorithm is in that casethe best individual encountered during the evolution. All other individuals arediscarded, whatever information they might bear.In some cases, however, the search space is a space of lists of items, and analternate possibility is to evolve a population of such items, and to build a solu-tion by combining di�erent items of the current population. Such an approach isvery popular in Classi�er Systems: The well-known Michigan approach evolves2A simple explanation might be that the contactance condition is more likely violated bypairs of points that are close from each other.



Polar IFS + Parisian Genetic Programming 9
# of wi computed # of comparisonsall pixels n2 (n2�1)(n2�2)2twist n2 n22square n2 n2random 2n nTable 1: Complexity of the various testsn # of wi computed all-pixels twist square random16 256 10.26 24.46 21.64 14.6732 1024 10.46 24.16 21.80 13.7364 4096 9.42 23.96 21.62 13.25128 16384 - 24.03 22.08 13.39256 65536 - 23.94 21.19 13.04512 262144 - 23.91 21.18 -Table 2: Proportion of contractive functions (%) for each test for mixed IFSn # of wi computed all-pixels twist square random16 256 62.48 90.56 64.94 74.2932 1024 58.82 88.91 60.72 69.2864 4096 56.12 88.08 57.91 64.30128 16384 - 87.39 56.44 62.14256 65536 - 87.24 55.26 60.00512 262144 - 87.03 53.89 -Table 3: Proportion of contractive functions (%) for each test for polar IFS



10 P. Collet, E. Lutton, F. Raynal, M. Schoenauersingle rules, and a solution is a rule base made of some of the best individualsof the �nal population [11, 10, 29]. On the other hand, the so-called Pittsburghapproach evolves populations of complete rule bases [5, 24].Similarly to the Michigan approach in CS, the Parisian approach proposedin this paper consists in evolving a population of locally contractive functions,and to build an IFS by picking up functions in the population.Clearly, only problems where the solution can be set apart into separatecomponents can be handled using a Parisian approach. However, another nec-essary condition is to be able to accurately evaluate the local �tness of a singlecomponent, i.e.: its usefulness to the global �tness of the solution.Fortunately, the IFS inverse problem o�ers some nice ways to evaluate thecontribution of a single function of the system to its global performance: con-sider the target shape A; if an IFS (wi) is a solution of the inverse problem, thenA = [wi(A). Hence a local �tness for a wi should consider positively the partof wi(A) lying inside A, and negatively the part of wi(A) lying outside A. Fur-thermore, the position of the �xed points also gives some indications. It shouldlie inside the target shape A, but the relative positions of the �xed points oftwo locally contractive functions also de�ne semi-distances between individuals,which can be used to implement some sharing mechanism to keep diversity inthe populations and prevent all functions in the populations to become similar.
4 Polar IFS + Parisian GP4.1 GP componentsAs described in section 2.1, a locally contractive mapping is de�ned by twofunctions (F (�; �) and G(�; �)) and a point P . Whereas P is simply representedby its two real-valued coordinates that do not need further description, F andG are modeled as GP-trees, similarly to Mixed IFS [16] .Nodes and terminals: GP trees are built from a set of terminals, whichconsist of the variables � and �, constants in [�1; 1], and a set of nodes, builtfrom the following set of basic real-valued functions.



Polar IFS + Parisian Genetic Programming 11Unary nodes:3� �x� 1x for x 62 [�1; 1]� cos(x)� sin(x)� th�1(x)� psqrt(x) = sign(x)pjxj� plog(x) = sign(x) log(jxj),if x 6= 0

Binary nodes:� +� �� �� �
Initialisation: The initialisation procedure for the GP trees is the so-calledgrow procedure, consisting in a simple recursive random choice into the joint setof node and terminals until either terminals are drawn on all branches or themaximum depth is reached.As for the �xed points, they are randomly chosen among the contour pointsof the target shape A. This idea comes from the conjecture by Dekking [6] thatthere always exists solutions to the inverse problem where �xed points are onthe edges of the target shape. This result has been proven in the case of a�neIFS in [6].Crossover: the standard GP crossover is used on both trees: it performs swapsof randomly selected sub-trees between the parents. The �xed points are notmodi�ed by crossover.Mutation : Di�erent mutation operators are used, taking into account boththe trees representing the F and G functions and P , the center of the locallycontractive mapping at hand.� No mutation acting on nodes has been retained, due to the too drastice�ects of such a perturbation on the phenotypic behavior of the corre-sponding tree.� For the same reason (too drastic e�ect), the only mutations of terminals�nally retained are the mutation of the values of constant terminals andthe mutation of variable terminals into constant terminals.� Constants: the precise adjustment of constant terminals is critical whenhandling numerical trees (i.e.: trees that represent a real-valued function).3sign(x) returns the sign of x, i.e.: sign(x) = 1 if x � 0 sign(x) = �1 otherwise.



12 P. Collet, E. Lutton, F. Raynal, M. SchoenauerWhereas John Koza's seminal work considered only a �nite number ofpossible values for constant terminal, relying on arithmetics to possiblygenerate any value (e.g. using +, * and � it is possible to approximatewithin a given precision any real value from integers in [0; 1]), more recentworks consider that speci�c mutation operators are a better approach tothe �ne tuning of constant terminal values. In this perspective, constantterminal values are modi�ed here by choosing a new value uniformly froma disk of �xed radius (another user-de�ned parameter).Early experimental investigations highlighted the fact that constant ter-minals tend to disappear from the population. One possible explanationis that the numerical optimisation of the constant values is a more di�-cult task than the symbolic optimisation of the other nodes. The selectionoperator thus tends to rapidly eliminate functions having wrong constantvalues. This di�erence could come from the fact that the search spaces ofthe nodes and variables are �nite while the search space of the constants isin�nite. One way to tackle this di�culty is to implement an optimisationloop for constant values after the application of any variation operator(mutation or crossover). Though quite successful in other frameworks[23], this technique still needs to be tested in the IFS framework.� Variables: mutations of variables considered here is either their transfor-mation into constant terminals, the value of which is randomly drawnwithin [0; 1], or their transformation into another variable.� Fixed points: the mutation operator moves the �xed point of a contractivefunction by choosing another point uniformly in a neighborhood of radius4 pixels from the parent �xed point, while staying on the boundary of thetarget shape.A niching strategy is mandatory to prevent all individuals to rapidly becomesimilar to the best covering mapping. Here, the dynamic niche sharing has beenused [18]. This technique is based on a clusterisation of the populations withrespect to a prede�ned inter-individuals distance. The selection operator is thenadapted in order to fairly select a given percentage of best individual of eachniche.Table 4.1 summarizes the parameters used for the evolution. The implemen-tation is based on the GALib library [28].4.2 Fitness function for individualsThe �tness of an individual in the Parisian approach is divided into two mainparts: the local �tness, computed from the characteristics of the individual itself,and the global �tness, that is based on a measurement of how a set of individualsactually solves the problem at hand. In the IFS inverse problem framework, the



Polar IFS + Parisian Genetic Programming 13
BINARY NODES +, -, *, �UNARY NODES neg, 1/., cos, sin, th�1, psqrt, plogPOPULATION SIZE see results, section 5OPERATORS Mutation probabilitiesconstant ! constant 0.15according to a Gaussianlaw of variance 0.1variable ! constant 0.05randomly chosen in [�1; 1]constant ! variable 0.08variable ! variable 0.08function ! function 0.08(same arity)�xed points: 0.1, linearly decreasingalong the generations.Crossover probabilityPCROSS 0.95 for treesno crossover for �xed pointsSELECTION Rankingselection pressure 1.35REPLACEMENT Population replacement schemereplacement percentage 50%Overlapping populationsSTOPPING Based on approximation of targetCRITERION see section 4.3WRAPPER Polar description of contractive mappingssee section 2SPECIAL Dynamic niche sharingFEATURES � 0.05Max nb of clusters 0.5 of POP SIZETable 4: Parameters for the evolution of polar IFS



14 P. Collet, E. Lutton, F. Raynal, M. Schoenauerlocal �tness takes into account the relative positions of the attractor of a singlecontractive mapping and the target shape.4.2.1 First goal: wi(A) must lie inside ALet #[A] be the number of pixels of A � F , and let us de�ne F1(wi) as:F1(wi) = #[wi(A)TA]#[wi(A)TA] + #[wi(A)nA]F1(wi) is maximum (and is equal to 1) i� wi(A) � A.4.2.2 Second goal: maximize the area of wi(A)TASimilarly, de�ne F2 to account for the maximisation of the size of wi(A)TA:F2(wi) = #[wi(A)TA]#[A]F2(wi) is maximum (and is equal to 1) i� A � wi(A).4.2.3 Integration of the contractance constraintsAs described in section 2.2, the contractance test can be included in the compu-tation of the image of the target wi(A). At the same time, the mean contractionratio si can be estimated. If the function is not contractive, F1 and F2 de�nedabove are not computed and are directly set to zero.4.2.4 Local �tnessThe local �tness is de�ned as a linear combination of F1, F2 and the distanceto 1 of the estimated contraction ratio:Floc(wi) = F1(wi) +F2(wi) + (1� si)where si is the estimated contraction ratio of wi. Due to the term F2, wi(A)tend to �ll A, which is not satisfactory for an IFS. This e�ect is counterbalancedby the term 1� si which forbids the trivial solution wi = Id.This �tness represents an interpretation of the collage property of an IFS,i.e.: one searches for the set of best wi's such that A = Swi(A). This is yetanother argument for the use of some niching mechanism in order to avoid thatall individuals go to the same best coverage of the target shape. Moreover, aside e�ect might be an \economic" coverage of A, i.e. with the smallest possiblewi(A)Twj(A) for all i; j.



Polar IFS + Parisian Genetic Programming 154.3 Global �tness and its repartition on individualsA clusterisation of the current population with respect to a distance de�ned onthe search space (the mean distance of the images of a set of sample points)yields the set of the N individuals to be globally evaluated. These N bestindividuals build an IFS 
 which represents a potential solution to the inverseproblem at hand. A toss-coin algorithm is used in order to compute its attractorA
, which is then compared to the target A using two quantities:In
 = #[A
TA]#[A] proportion of points of A
 within the targetOut
 = #[A
nA] number of points of A
 withoutThe global �tness at generation n takes into account both the attractor ofthe current IFS 
(n) and the attractor of the IFS constructed at generationn � 1, 
(n � 1). A global parsimony term is added to favour solutions with asmaller number of functions (nothing to do with usual GP parsimony that takesinto account the size of the trees).Fglob(n) = [In
(n) � In
(n�1)]� [Out
(n) �Out
(n�1)]+�[Nb functions(
(n))�Nb functions(
(n� 1))]For all results presented in section 5, the parsimony factor � was set to 0:075.This global �tness is simply added to the individual �tness of the \active"individuals wi of the population, according to their participation in the currentIFS:� if wi just entered the IFS 
(n) (it did not participate in 
(n� 1)) then:Fitness(wi) = Floc(wi) + Fglob(n)� if wi was already present in 
(n� 1):Fitness(wi) = Floc(wi) + Fglob(n) + Fglob(n� 1)2 � 1[age(wi)]2where age(wi) stands for the number of generations during which wi hasbeen part of the IFS.� if wi did just quit the IFS:Fitness(wi) = Floc(wi)� Fglob(n)� if wi does not belong to the IFS:Fitness(wi) = Floc(wi) + Fglob(n� 1)2(The term corresponding to the global �tness decreases along generations.)



16 P. Collet, E. Lutton, F. Raynal, M. SchoenauerIn other words, the global contribution term distributed on each individualtakes into account the past of this individual and its age with respect to thecurrent IFS.Termination criterion: Fglob is also used as a stopping criterion: the algo-rithm stops whenever the target is approximated within a �xed threshold, basedon the Fglob value.4.4 Improving the toss-coin algorithmThe usual stochastic method known as toss-coin has been chosen here to actu-ally compute the attractors, as it is acknowledged to be less CPU-consumingthan the deterministic algorithm (see section A.2). Nevertheless, the computa-tion of the attractors is by far the most costly step of the whole inverse problemsolving process. Hence, great care must be given to its actual implementation.The notion of patience has been introduced to cut down the computation timeof unpromising evaluations of attractors with the toss-coin algorithm.All calculations are done in the [0; 1] � [0; 1] unit square, discretised into a�nite image (e.g. 512� 512). The following possibilities might then happen:1. the attractor is almost uniformly spread within the target shape,2. the attractor is almost uniformly spread across the 512� 512 image,3. the attractor lies mostly out of the target shape,4. the attractor lies within a very small (e.g. 2� 2 pixels) area.IFS attractors have an incredible variety of shapes. Hence it is unfortunatelyvery unlikely that they should produce attractors of the �rst or second kind inthe �rst generations.Moreover, the number of pixels is �nite. This means that the drawing speed(frequency of apparition of new pixels in the attractor) decreases along theiterations.Adaptive optimisation criterion Deciding once for all that the toss-coinroutine should be iterated 10,000 times for instance is a very bad decision: if theattractor is of the third or fourth kind, a lot of cpu time is lost. On the otherhand, 10,000 iterations may not be enough to draw a faithful representation ofthe attractor in the �rst two cases.Optimizing the number of iterations is crucial. Ideally, one should stopiterating the toss-coin function as soon as the drawing speed of the attractorcomes close to 0.



Polar IFS + Parisian Genetic Programming 17The notion of patience is introduced to adaptively adjust the number of it-erations: suppose a patience of 1,000 iterations. If no newer pixel has beenilluminated on the discretised image during the last 1,000 iterations, the algo-rithm stops { guessing that no signi�cant amount of new pixels will come outof the toss-coin routine in the future.Formally speaking, the value of the Patience parameter sets a thresholdon the speed of occurrence of new pixels on the image. Moreover, the patiencecriterion automatically adapts to both the de�nition of the �nal image, and therequired precision:� On a reduced 64 � 64 image, each pixel represents a large subset of the[0; 1]� [0; 1] domain, and the toss-coin stops rapidly.� During the �rst generations, a very �ne representation of the attractoris superuous: one only needs to roughly know if the IFS lies out of thetarget shape or not. One can then mischievously increase the value ofthe Patience variable along with the generations: in all experiments, thePatience is initially set to 50 and is incremented with every generation.A patience of 1,000 is used to produce the �nal image.5 Results5.1 Sample resultsFigures 5 to 8 present some results of the proposed algorithm for some inverseIFS problems. The parameter settings are those of table 4.1.5.2 Comparative resultsComparison with previous approaches of the inverse problem for IFS is ratherdi�cult. Indeed, current improvements have come from two sources:� the use of Polar IFS (i.e. a restriction of the search space) has providedan easier search space for the optimisation algorithm,� the Parisian strategy for GP is a very particular way of handling theevolutionary optimisation. Comparisons in terms of function evaluationwith the classical approach is not very meaningful, as an evaluation ina classical evolutionary algorithm and in the Parisian approach do notrepresent the same thing with respect to the function to be optimised.Figures 9 and 11 present results obtained on the square target. The mostreasonable comparison criterion is the number of GP tree evaluations. This isroughly equivalent to Population Size � Number of Generations/2 + Numberof Selected Individuals for a Global evaluation � Number of Generations for the
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Target 49 generations14 functionspixels inside: 85% (light gray)pixels outside: 0% (dark gray)Figure 5: 64x64 target, with a population size of 60 individuals.
Target 60 generations13 functionspixels inside: 70% (light gray)pixels outside: 2.2% (dark gray)Figure 6: 50x50 target, with a population size of 100 individuals.
Target 400 generations13 functionspixels inside: 60% (light gray)pixels outside: 0.36% (dark gray)Figure 7: 80x80 Dolphin target, with a population size of 100 individuals.
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Target 87 generations31 functionspixels inside: 84.52%pixels outside: 5.03%Figure 8: 128x128 target, with a population size of 200 individuals.Parisian approach (only 50% of the population is replaced at each generation,hence the \/2"), compared with Number of Individuals � Number of Genera-tions for the classical approach.� Figure 9 presents results obtained with a Genetic Algorithm for a�ne IFS(searching for a 4 functions IFS, i.e. for 24 real parameters) this result wasobtained using approximatively 200,000 evaluations (a population size of20 individuals during 10,000 generations). Figure 10 presents the result ofan iterative implementation of the same algorithm where successive runsare made on more and more precise approximations of the target (bestindividuals of the previous run are included in the initial population ofthe next GA run). Fewer iterations were necessary in order to obtainsimilar results (around 55,000).� Figure 11 presents results obtained with a Genetic Programming techniquefor mixed IFS (from [16]). These results were obtained using approxima-tively 45,000 evaluations (population size of 30 during 1,500 generations).� Using an individual scheme on Polar IFS, only 1,519 evaluations werenecessary to obtain results of �gure 5: 60 (individuals) � 49 (generations)/ 2 (50% replacement) + 49 (global evaluations).6 Conclusion and perspectivesThis paper has introduced two original features in the framework of IFS inverseproblem:� on the fractal side, Polar IFS are an interesting model which simpli�esthe manipulation of non-linear IFS. Moreover, the very high proportion ofcontractive mappings in the set of locally contractive mappings, together
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Target 10000 generations4 functionspixels inside: 88.4%pixels outside: 17%Figure 9: Classical GA for a�ne IFS on a 64x64 target, with a population sizeof 20 individuals.

Target iteration 1 iteration 2 iteration 3500 gen. 1,500 gen. 2,500 gen.5 indiv. 10 indiv. 15 indiv.inside: 31% inside: 79% inside: 88%outside: 9% outside: 10% outside: 7%Figure 10: Classical GA for a�ne IFS: iterative scheme for a 64x64 square (4functions).
Figure 11: Genetic Programming for Mixed IFS on a 64x64 target. From left toright : target and best images of generations 10, 100, 300 and 1,500. Populationsize 30 individuals.



Polar IFS + Parisian Genetic Programming 21with the simple wrapper transforming two general GP trees into a locallycontractive mapping, results in a very e�cient search;� on the evolutionary side, the IFS framework is an area where a Parisianapproach is possible: single functions are evolved, and a subset of thepopulation actually builds the solution to the inverse problem. The carefuldesign of both the local and the global �tness functions, as well as theirbalanced aggregation into the �nal �tness used for selection, are crucialfor the success of the method.These �rst experiments indicate that making use of a priori information onthe problem to solve can be quite e�cient with the Parisian approach. More-over an approximation of the target shape is obtained very rapidly while therepresentation of details needs more computation time.Future work on this topic concern:� cross-validation tests using the Parisian approach with mixed IFS repre-sentations, and the standard approach with the Polar IFS representation,in order to sort out the respective bene�ts of both original improvementintroduced here;� implementation of a Parisian GP technique in an interactive manner forartistic generation of fractal images;� use of the Polar IFS representation as an alternative representation formechanical structures, in the �eld of topological optimum design [22].AcknowledgementsThe authors would like to thank Jean-PierreTillich for his help in the construc-tion of the counter example of section 2, Jacques L�evy V�ehel for the numerousdiscussions we had about inverse problem for IFS, and Laurent Balagu�e whohelped us a lot in the �nal implementation of the techniques described in thispaper.
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Polar IFS + Parisian Genetic Programming 25A Iterated Function SystemsThis appendix briey recalls the basis of IFS theory and the numerical algo-rithms most widely used to compute the attractors of an IFS.A.1 Notations and de�nitionsDe�nition 1: Let (F; d) be a complete metric space, and (wi)i=1;::;N be a col-lection of functions de�ned from F into F . 
 = fF; (wi)i=1;::;Ng is called anIFS (Iterated Function System).A central notion in IFS theory is the notion of contractive mapping:De�nition 2: A mapping w : F ! F , from a metric space (F; d) into itself, iscalled contractive if there exists a positive real number s < 1 such that:8(x; y) 2 F 2; d�w(x); w(y)� � s:d(x; y)The smallest of such numbers s is called the contraction ratio of w.A crucial result about contractive mappings is the following:Theorem Contractive Mapping Fixed Point Theorem:If (F; d) is a complete metric space, and W : F ! F is a contractive mapping,then W has a unique �xed point.All mappings can also be applied to subsets of F , and give the following:De�nition 3: An IFS 
 = fF; (wi)i=1;::;Ng induces an operator W de�ned onthe space of subsets of F by:8K � F; W (K) = [i2[0;N ]wi(K)De�nition 4: An IFS 
 = fF; (wi)i=1;::;Ng is called hyperbolic (or contractive)if all functions wi are contractive. The contraction ratio of 
 is the minimumof the contraction ratio of the wi.Proposition If an IFS 
 = fF; (wi)i=1;::;Ng is contractive, there exists a uniqueset A � F , called the attractor of the IFS 
, such that W (A) = A.The uniqueness of an attractor for contractive IFS is a result of the Con-tractive Mapping Fixed Point Theorem for the mappingW acting on P(F ); dH ,which is contractive according to the Hausdorff distance dH :De�nition 5: The Hausdorff distance between two subsets A and B of F isde�ned by: dH(A;B) = max�maxx2A�miny2B d(x; y));maxy2B �minx2A d(x; y)��



26 P. Collet, E. Lutton, F. Raynal, M. SchoenauerA.2 Computing the attractorThere are two main techniques to compute the attractor of a contractive IFS:� Deterministic method:From any kernel S0, build the sequence fSng of subsets of F :Sn+1 =W (Sn) = N[i=1wi(Sn)For large values of n, Sn is an approximation of the actual attractor of 
.� Stochastic method (toss-coin):Let x0 be the �xed point of one of the wi functions. Build the sequence ofpoints xn as follows: xn+1 = wi(xn), i being randomly chosen in f1::Ng.Then Sn xn is an approximation of the real attractor of 
. The larger n,the more precise the approximation.A.3 Inverse problemThe inverse problem for 2D IFS can be stated as follows:Find a contractive IFS, the attractor of which is exactly a given shape(a binary image).However, this problem is generally relaxed into:Find a contractive IFS the attractor of which is as close as possibleof a given shape for a pre-de�ned distance function.A tool that is usually used for the simpli�cation of this problem is the Col-lage theorem, which states that �nding an IFS 
 whose attractor is close to agiven shape I , is equivalent to minimising the distance dH�I;SNi=1 wi(I)� withthe constraint that all wi are contractive functions.Collage theorem [3]Let A be the attractor of the hyperbolic IFS 
 = fF; (wi)i=1;::;Ng, and � thecontraction ratio of 
. Then:8K � F; dH�K;W (K)� < " =) dH(K;A) < "1� �;However, some di�culties arise when dH�I;SNi=1 wi(I)� is to be minimised:



Polar IFS + Parisian Genetic Programming 27� The �tness depends on the contractance of the mappings; if one of themappings is poorly contractive (i.e. � close to 1), then the term 11�� maybecome very large, thus depriving the bound of much of its sense. Inthe case of a�ne IFS, it is possible to estimate � and thus to minimise11��dH�I;SNi=1 wi(I)� to overcome this di�culty. However, for non-linearIFS, the contraction ratio may not be uniform over the domain F whichmakes it almost impossible to estimate.� Computing theHausdorff distance itself is CPU-time consuming. More-over, theHausdorff distance often is counter-intuitive: Figure 12 presentstwo pairs of shapes [(a), (b)] and [(a'), (b')] with dH [(a), (b)] = dH [(a'),(b')]. While (a) and (b) are perceived as similar, (a') and (b') look quitedi�erent.
(a) (b) (a’) (b’)Figure 12: dH [(a), (b)] = dH [(a'), (b')] though the shapes look quite di�erent !These drawbacks led some authors of this paper [16] to consider a �tnessfunction based on the toss-coin algorithm and on more intuitive distances be-tween shapes (namely pixels di�erences or Euclidian distance), instead of theHausdorff distance.Section 4 demonstrates how the Parisian approach allows one to use infor-mations stemming from both collage theorem and toss-coin algorithm in orderto solve the inverse problem.



28 P. Collet, E. Lutton, F. Raynal, M. SchoenauerB A counter-example : local contractance is notequivalent to global contractanceIf x <= �1 w0(x; y) = � 0:5x� 10:5y �If 1 <= x <= �1 w0(x; y) = � 0:25(x2 � 3x� 10)0:25(3 + x)y �If x >= 1 w0(x; y) = � x� 4y �If x <= �1 w1(x; y) = � x+ 4y �If 1 <= x <= �1 w1(x; y) = � 0:25(�x2 � 3x+ 10)0:25(3� x)y �If x >= 1 w1(x; y) = � 1 + 0:5x0:5y �Functions w0 et w1 are continuous. Their �xed points are respectivelyP0 = (�2; 0) and P1 = (2; 0), and they satisfy:8X 2 [�4; 4]� [�4; 4]; d�Pn; wn(X)� � sd(Pn; X) with s < 1They are however not contractive and do not de�ne a unique attractor for thefw0; w1g IFS: there exists several sets, such that A = W (A) = w0(A) [ w1(A)(see �gure 13) and the Wn(X) sequences do not always converge when n!1(see �gure 14).
A0 B0

A1 B1A2 B2

A3 B3

x0 x1Figure 13: W (A0 [ B0) = A0 [ B0, W (A1 [ B1) = A1 [ B1,W (A2 [ B2) = A2 [ B2, W (A3 [B3) = A3 [ B3, and W (x0 [ x1) = x0 [ x1.
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X W (X) W 2(X) W 3(X) W 4(X)
X W (X) W 2(X) W 3(X) W 4(X)
X W (X) W 2(X) W 3(X) W 4(X)Figure 14: Three examples for which the sequence Wn(X) diverges.


